Premium booth collection HUSH outshines the rest
in every way - experience it for yourself at NeoCon
2018!
2018!
HUSH booths have finally hit the US - but if you’re thinking “great, yet another booth collection,” then think
again.
Manufacturer MikoMax makes its US debut with its Hush collection of booths at international furniture
show NeoCon on 1111-13 June 2018 - is poised to blow its rivals out of the water. “But how? Why HUSH? And
why now?” we hear you ask! The answer is simple: HUSH outshines its competitors, in every way imaginable
- and brings to the market exactly what the rest of the sector is missing.
HUSH promises to give you:
 Great quality & design: Our products are every bit beautiful and premium as the market-leading brand,
but at a far more attractive price.
 Great prices:
prices Because brilliant products don’t have to cost the earth.
 5-day delivery:
delivery HUSH booths will be stocked here in the US, so you get super-fast delivery.
 Our customers always come first:
first: Our customers are the most important stakeholder in our business
which means we are great to do business with.
 Quick installations:
installations Two people can have a HUSH booth up and running in 45 minutes; not many brands
can say that.
 Simple to relocate HUSH booths are easy to move, so you can relocate your booth or office as often as
you like.
 Excellent acoustics:
acoustics With official test results to prove it, incredible acoustics are guaranteed; experience
true HUSH, in a world of rush.
 UL certified electrical components All of our components are UL tested and comply with US coding
regulations.
Manufacturer Mikomax is introducing this must-have booth collection from Europe, where it has been
hugely successful.
WorldWorld-class design, outstanding features
Current design trends demand the use of thicker materials to convey contemporary design and high quality.
Not only do Hush Booths look contemporary, sleek and totally stylish, but HUSH Booths are also
exceptionally well made. HUSH booths are made from an innovative sandwich construction which consists
of an extremely strong 8mm high density Eurospan® chipboard top and bottom layers, combined with a
light, yet robust recycled cardboard honeycomb core, making Hush booths one of, if not one of the lightest
booths available in the marketplace.Smart-technology, motion-activated air ventilation, LED lighting, power
and an excellent DB acoustic rating mean you couldn’t want for much more. Thanks to their interchangeable
acoustic lined panels, you can quickly and cheaply customise your booth’s colour scheme whenever you like.

Hush values simplicity, so everything we do is geared towards making your life easier. Confusion is never
good, so our designs are sold in one neatly packed price. You’ll never find us trying to sell you optional
extras or upgrades - what you see is what you get!
Customers are at the heart of HUSH
At HUSH, customers always come first, it’s the HUSH way. From the minute a HUSH order is placed, we’ll
provide regular updates on its progress to when it arrives and beyond, it’s important for us to ensure
satisfaction at every step of the way.
Mark Bailey, CEO of Hush USA, the exclusive distributer of Hush booths in the North America said: “We are
unlike any other booth manufacturer in the US; our customers are at the heart of our business and we will
go the extra mile, every time.”
HUSH, in a world of rush
With open-plan offices favoured internationally, enclosed spaces are becoming increasingly more important
in the workplace. More than half of office employees complain about noise1 and half of open-plan office
employees cite noise as the most frustrating aspect of the work environment2.
A HUSH booth means modern office workers always have a private space to retreat to for uninterrupted
focus or to meet with colleagues. Janusz Mikolajczyk, Founder and Chairman of Mikomax says “It’s crucial
for wellbeing that there’s the option to step away from the buzz of a busy office.”
Be the first to experience the HUSH collection at NeoCon 2018
Visitors will be able to experience the beauty of HUSH, in a world of rush, at NeoCon, with four items from
the collection on display.
HUSHphone:
HUSHphone The perfect stand-up space for telephone calls and video conferencing, a HUSHphone booth
offers peace, privacy and stress-free, efficient conversations. Showcased in both white and anthracite at
NeoCon, experience its sleek design for yourself.
HUSHwork:
HUSHwork Ideal for individual working, creative thinking and longer video conferencing, HUSHwork gives
you a quiet working space where you can concentrate, free from interruptions. A flexible workspace and
total privacy means this booth works for everyone.
HUSHmeet:
HUSHmeet Small meetings of up to four people can take place comfortably in a HUSHmeet booth. Whether
you need a quiet space without distractions or somewhere to discuss confidential matters, brainstorm
creatively or carry out an interview, HUSHmeet will give you the privacy and quiet your team needs.
Join our network of nationwide dealers
Come and see us at NeoCon 2018 (stand #7-10034) to discuss becoming part of the HUSH success story.
We’ll give you a tour of the HUSH booths, answer your questions and tell you more about our sales and
distribution plans.
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